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INTRODUCTION

LTC Group: a solid 
foundation, looking 
towards the future

LTC Group has 65 years of experience in
production. It grew out of an idea by the Bertelli
family to supply the Italian market with essential
products for the electrical transformer industry.

Today, LTC Group has an international presence
and ambition and a leading position on the market
due to numerous production plants in Italy and
Dubai, United Arab Emirates.
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INTRODUCTION

We are energy at work. 
Our mission and corporate vision

VISION

The vision of LTC Group is to expand even more and embrace
today’s globalized reality. Our focus lies on making the world
a better place to live, where progress does not mean
exploitation of resources and where diversity and fundamental
rights are respected.

We also want to take part in the challenge, which can no longer
be delayed, of energy renovation and the transition to
renewable energy. We are proud of the fact that our business
is increasingly focused on developing magnetic cores for wind
turbines, photovoltaic energy plants, hydroelectric plants,
biomass cogeneration plants, and railway equipment.

A steady gaze on the 
energy of the future.
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MISSION

The mission of LTC Group involves a constant
search for excellence in the production and
commercialization of high-quality magnetic
cores for a large range of transformers and
reactors.

Experience, solid know-how, continuity, and R&D
are key factors in the LTC Group philosophy: this is
the LTC Way. This is why our offices continuously
support and provide customers with the best
technical assistance.

CODE OF ETHICS 5
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INTRODUCTION

Code of ethics

The Code of Ethics, Conduct, and Values, hereafter
called the ‘Code’, was developed to update,
integrate, raise awareness about, and reinforce the
ethics-value system of the entire LTC Group.

The Code is added to the internal procedures/
instructions already in effect and approved by LTC
Group, which each person (management bodies and
employees) must understand and respect.

6
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INTRODUCTION

LTC GROUP is inspired by the UN’s 17 
Sustainable Development Goals.
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Energy at work

CARE

EXPERIENCEHUMANITY

INNOVATION

INTRODUCTION

Our value pillars 
(1/2)

1. LTC WAY: RESPECT AND INCLUSION

LTC Group adheres to the following values:
respect, professionalism, inclusion, equal
opportunities, innovation.

We are not just a company. At LTC, everyone,
without discrimination and based on their own
merits, can grow and have a decided impact.

8
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INTRODUCTION

2. PROFESSIONALISM AND RESEARCH:
OUR BUSINESS

LTC aims to build relationships based on
correctness, integrity, and equal treatment of
customers, employees, and stakeholders.

LTC Group consists of branches on different
continents but with a single scope: we want to
improve the world, providing the cleanest, longest-
lasting energy possible. At LTC Group, our
production model is based on solid know-how,
experience, and continuous study and updates
with respect for people and the environment.

Our value pillars 
(2/2)

9



Respect: everyone’s responsibility

We are committed to adopting systematic, periodic reporting and
recommendations.

At LTC Group we neither want nor accept incorrect, illegal
conduct. When a worker in good faith comes into contact with a
situation bordering on incorrectness, he or she must necessarily
report it.

Each report will be handled anonymously with very precise procedures,
instructions, and policies. Discrimination will not be tolerated, nor will
retaliation against those reporting incorrect conduct.

LTC Group appreciates everyone’s help in making its personnel and
partners aware of improper behaviour and avoiding actions that are
wrong or contrary to the values established in this Code.

INTRODUCTION

CODE OF ETHICS 10
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LTC’S ETHICAL PRINCIPLES

Legality, equality, 
and respect 

For LTC Group, respect for the law and regulations is
everything. We are not only talking about mere
respect for the norms; we all need to follow the
principles and moral values of the modern world,
which are our point of reference. Our company
appreciates and approves of diversity and different
cultures, ensuring and promoting respect for the
rules of civil coexistence.

What is listed is valid for all of us and no one can
remain indifferent. Social bodies, employees,
consultants, suppliers, customers, stakeholders:
everyone must do their part.

WHAT LTC GROUP DOES

• We do not work with those who exploit workers or
allow child labour.

• We are committed to avoiding collaborations with
those who damage/deplete the environment.

• We respect national and international standards.

12
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LTC’S ETHICAL PRINCIPLES

Equal opportunities

We believe in respecting the rights and well-being
of everyone, in every sense.

We live in an interconnected world where we cannot
do without others. This is why the vision of LTC
Group is to integrate, foster, and make our
community grow in diversity, which becomes
energy.

The goal of our Group is to support the full
occupational and personal development of our
coworkers based on their dedication and aptitude.

This is why we adopt inclusive policies: everyone
has an equal opportunity to access the tools they
need.

WHAT LTC GROUP DOES

• Updating company infrastructure to create a
100% sustainable economic model.

• R&D activities.

• LTC Group aims to tear down architectural
barriers and is inspired by the principal of
‘design for all’.

13
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LTC’S ETHICAL PRINCIPLES
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Professionalism

LTC Group ensures and promotes the development
of all employees’ professional capacities to create
an energetic and dynamic working environment
based on excellence. LTC bases its activities on
merit, professionalism, and transparent
communication in administration, techniques, and
logistics.

At LTC, we promote continued training.

We are therefore dedicated to constantly fostering the
professional preparation of our coworkers, aiming to
retain and increase their knowledge, especially in
reference to safety and their specialization.

WHAT LTC GROUP DOES

• Collaboration with area universities through student and
graduate internships and school-work rotations.

• Continuous up-to-date training.
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LTC’S ETHICAL PRINCIPLES

Occupational safety

LTC Group complies with all the provisions of Italian
Legislative Decree no. 81/2008 in matters of
occupational health and safety.

But we go beyond this. At LTC, we have established
internal procedures approved by the employer,
operational instructions, and continuous checks that
minimize risks to the safety of our workers and
protect the environment.

In both offices and production plants, LTC Group
works with the utmost respect for safety. The risk of
accidents must be minimized for everyone, including
visitors.

All workers, within the limits of their tasks and skills,
are held to monitor the observance of legal
obligations and the compliance of the equipment,
notifying the management of possible shortages in
their departments.
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LTC’S ETHICAL PRINCIPLES

16

Health and well-being 
(1/2)

LTC Group bases its conduct on respect for
everyone’s rights and well-being, in every sense. This
is why we adopt policies in favour of our coworkers.

At LTC we have flexible working hours in the office.
All of this is designed to create a balance between
private and professional life to improve both,
favouring individual well-being.

We are also dedicated to tearing down architectural
barriers where possible at all our locations, drawing
inspiration from the principle of ‘design for all’ (or
‘universal design’). We want all our employees and
third parties in contact with our company to face no
limitations of any sort when carrying out their
activities.



Health and well-being (2/2)

WHAT LTC GROUP DOES

• Registration in Fondo Metasalute for
employees.

• Mens sana in corpore sano – an initiative to
foster well-being: LTC Group intends to offer
increasing numbers of services and provide
training for employees to promote both physical
and mental health.

• LTC Group intends to provide employees with
personalized health advice.

• Free drinking water for all employees.

• Sangiorgese Basket – ‘Il Campaccio’ cross-
country race: LTC Group sponsors various
sports associations and teams.

LTC’S ETHICAL PRINCIPLES

CODE OF ETHICS 17
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LTC’S ETHICAL PRINCIPLES

Protecting vulnerable 
people and animals

At LTC, all forms of labour exploitation are
strictly forbidden, both internally and in relation to
third parties.

We deem any form of slavery or child labour
unacceptable.

Our company is therefore dedicated to limiting and
interrupting economic relations with those who do not
respect these principles.

Nevertheless, we do not tolerate any
discriminatory behaviour due to nationality,
religion, culture, sex, sexual orientation, disability,
physical characteristics, or level of education.

LTC Group does not tolerate any form of animal
exploitation.

WHAT LTC GROUP DOES

• Promotes integration through work, fighting
unemployment.

• Adheres to the ‘Il Bosco dei Bambini’ initiative.

• Focuses on the needs of people with disabilities.

18
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LTC’S ETHICAL PRINCIPLES

LTC Group says NO to intimidation and harassment of any kind. The
management, people in charge, and every worker must be aware of, respect,
and promote these values.

Reporting and management systems have been adopted to prevent
illegitimate conduct. LTC Group fights and will always fight for gender
equality, rejecting any chauvinist or vexatious behaviour or any compromise.

NO to discrimination



The ‘LTC Way’: our business activity 

Our company activities are based on the free market and the
centrality of entrepreneurship. We promote the values of
sharing and maintain relations based on impartiality,
transparency, and the verifiability of our operations. LTC
Group therefore aims to encourage internal contacts and the

reliability of relations with external parties. We are very aware
of the confidentiality of sensitive information. No
information can be used without prior consent and only when
necessary.

LTC’S ETHICAL PRINCIPLES

CODE OF ETHICS 20
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LTC’S ETHICAL PRINCIPLES

21

Competition

In relations with entities, institutions, mass media,
and other public or private subjects, Legnano
Teknoelectric Company bases its activities on
correctness, independence, and integrity, with
respect for others and their specific responsibilities,
roles, and purview.

We do not allow acts of corruption/malfeasance,
anti-competitive practices, improper business
practices, or any other conduct contrary to applicable
laws.

Conflicts of interest

In situations presenting a conflict of interest, that is,
when a worker with decision-making responsibilities
is found to have an interest that conflicts with the
interests of our company, we must report it and
refrain from acting and making decisions that risk
compromising our impartiality or would imply an
advantage at the expense of the Group.

If we want to call LTC our home, we must act with
respect, following internal procedures and
provisions.
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LTC’S ETHICAL PRINCIPLES

22

The integrity 
of our collaborators 

Those acting in our name and on our behalf are
authorized to make decisions involving our liability.

This is why LTC is committed to assigning
absolutely trustworthy people as business
mediators and collaborators. We should all perform
our tasks professionally (especially third parties using
our name and acting on our behalf).

We do not tolerate either internal or outside conduct
that employs company resources for personal goals
or economic advantages.

In sum, we represent a company whose decisions
may reflect on the community and entire families.
Therefore, actions that conflict maliciously with
our Group and its values are not permitted.

Respect for 
business standards 
Aware that the world in which LTC operates is globalized and
interdependent, we aim to increasingly embrace this reality, opening into
new markets and cultures while tearing down walls and reducing
distances. Respect for the business standards in countries where we
operate is essential for LTC.



Focus on the product

Our Group guarantees the best technical assistance
and looks for the best solutions in the production of
high-quality magnetic cores.

Essential principles for us at LTC include a focus on
the origin of materials, technical efficiency of the
finished products, and the presence of efficient
verification, reporting, and storage systems with an
eye on continuous improvement in the quality of our
products.

Using digital resources, we aim to develop a network
capable of preventing production and technical errors.

LTC’S ETHICAL PRINCIPLES
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LTC’S ETHICAL PRINCIPLES

Orientation in 
customer and 
supplier relations 

Maintaining our commitments with customers and
suppliers is a fundamental goal for LTC Group. We
sign impartial contracts with counterparts, with full
respect for transparency, and setting inviolable
qualitative standards.

We monitor customer perceptions (needs,
expectations, and interests) to offer ever-improving
service. We record nonconformities and customer/
supplier complaints, defining suitable corrective
actions. WHAT LTC GROUP DOES

• We sign green contracts.

• Relations with customers, suppliers, and
stakeholders must be based on respect and
conformity with our values.

24
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LTC’S ETHICAL PRINCIPLES

Accounting 
documentation and 
transparent financial 
statements 

LTC commercializes high-quality materials. We
cannot let our know-how and excellence be hampered
by bureaucratic errors.

We place the highest focus on respecting the rules of
the origin of materials, our earnings and expenses are
recorded and documented, and we have online
storage systems to trace any information that may
be useful to entities or third parties over time.
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LTC’S ETHICAL PRINCIPLES

26

Innovation 
and competitiveness 

LTC Group bases its activities on the efficient use of
resources in a with a view to advanced, sustainable
development. We aim to increase the productivity of
our processes and intend to develop innovations in
every possible field.



Environmental protection 
(1/2) 

LTC sets territorial protection as its primary goal. This means
that the direct and indirect consequences of our operations must
benefit the economic development of people and the
environment in which we work, without exploiting or damaging it.
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LTC’S ETHICAL PRINCIPLES

CODE OF ETHICS 27
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LTC’S ETHICAL PRINCIPLES

28

Environmental 
protection (2/2) 

We plan our activities around the difficult balance
between development and environmental
protection, with respect for applicable regulations
and considering the rights of future generations.

Another ambition of ours is to limit the use of toxic
substances in our production plants, and we are
always looking for alternatives.

WHAT LTC GROUP DOES

• Communication campaigns to raise awareness
in the community.

• Bosco dei Bambini: In collaboration with the
Municipality of San Giorgio su Legnano, LTC
Group has created a forest of 2000 m2.

• Net effect Interface®: Carpet made of recycled
fishing nets was used at Casa LTC. In this way,
we avoided the consumption of 18 metric
tonnes of CO2, equivalent to 72,786 km
driven by car.

• Supply of personalized water bottles to avoid
the use of plastic.
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LTC’S ETHICAL PRINCIPLES

29

Sustainable economy 

LTC Group has and is creating increasingly modern
production processes, with the goal of developing,
where possible, models of the circular economy and
industrial symbiosis.

Our Group takes the correct separation of scrap
materials to heart, whether this involves the
separation of production waste or just simply
respecting sorted waste collection.

Our internal procedures aim to dispose of this waste
consistently to avoid damage to the environment and
health. Our goal is to mainly use green products that
respect the environment. To this end, we have limited
the use of paper and eliminated plastic supplies
where possible.

WHAT LTC GROUP DOES

• LEED certification.

• Circular economy projects.

• Modifying behaviours and internal processes

• Green economy projects: rainwater collection to
water the grounds, use of photovoltaic panels,
charging posts for electric cars, car pooling, and
cleaning vehicle tyres to avoid environmental
pollution.

• Promotion of cycle paths: When renovating its
plants in Italy, LTC Group ensured that they were
connected to the cycle path.
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LTC’S ETHICAL PRINCIPLES

30

Digital security 

At LTC, certified chat systems, sharing light files, and
meeting calls are all managed with specific
applications that enable adequate protection.

Thus, LTC creates a digital ecosystem in which
employees can move with the highest security.

Common applications and commercial software not
subject to verification through our computer security
services should not be used except for cases of
extreme urgency.

Privacy protection 

For LTC, respect for privacy and the correct
management of personal and confidential
information is fundamental. We take the computer
security of our representatives and collaborators to
heart. In this respect, the Group respects the
regulations on personal data protection in countries
where we operate. We efficiently protect the
information in our possession and place the utmost
attention on ensuring that the confidential data of
customers, suppliers, and colleagues is not provided
to third parties.
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LTC’S ETHICAL PRINCIPLES

Energy at Work 
for a better world! 
LTC is surrounded by people who want to improve the world and have
a passion for their work. Every day, we give each coworker the ability
to grow and help our business grow. Today, when everything is
changing, we aim to be the energy that pushes for change.

This is why we want to help people provide increasingly secure,
sustainable sources of energy.
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What we are doing is just a drop in the 
ocean. But the ocean would be less 

because of that missing drop. 
(Mother Teresa) 

LTC’S ETHICAL PRINCIPLES

Gianluigi BertelliAurelio Bertelli Daniele Bertelli

Martina BertelliBenedetta Bertelli Cristiano Michele Bertelli

Mauro Mereghetti Stefano Comerio Paolo Cianconi Marco Martini

Stefano Luigi Monolo Bruno Carlo Giannotti
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CODE OF CONDUCT

Code of conduct

In its different parts, the Code of Ethics and Values
represents the framework of reference for the life
of the entire Group. It is added to current internal
procedures and approved by LTC Group, and each
person must understand and respect the contents.

The companies in the Group, social bodies, their
members (employer and management), employees
(people bound by a dependent working relationship,
including people in charge), collaborators (subjects
that act in the name of and/or on behalf of the
company based on a mandate or other collaborative
relationship, e.g. consultants, temporary service
providers or freelancers, etc.) must adhere to the
Code, respect it, and promote its principles and
commitments.

Should the Code or internal regulations be violated,
disciplinary sanctions may be imposed by LTC
Group. In the most serious cases, LTC reserves the
right to claim damages.

NOTE

The Code of Conduct and internal provisions
(procedures and operational instructions) are
applied to all of LTC Group and its collaborators.

No one may invoke ignorance of these internal
regulations as an excuse for conduct contrary to
the spirit of the Code of Ethics.

In fact, violations of the Code damage the Group’s
reputation and degrade the values on which it was
founded. It is our responsibility to avoid this.
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CODE OF CONDUCT

1. Equal opportunities and combatting discrimination

2. Diligence at work

3. Personal data protection

4. Conflicts of interest

5. Fighting corruption

6. Customers

7. Suppliers

8. Transparent records

9. Environment

The framework of values represented by the Code of Ethics implies respect for the following rules of conduct: 
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CODE OF CONDUCT

1. Equal opportunities and 
combatting discrimination 
(1/2)

When possible, LTC Group and its workers oppose, report,
and prevent any form of discrimination.

We aim to create a working environment in which respect for
diversity and inclusion are fundamental principles.

Our workers are held to not commit discriminatory acts.

These include actions aimed at damaging occupational growth
or the dignity of colleagues. Harassment of any type is also
forbidden — for example, harassment related to sex, political
opinions, or disability.

LTC Group and its collaborators are committed to creating a
working environment that promotes the well-being of its
employees, adopting flexible policies when possible that
respect individual needs.
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1. Equal opportunities and 
combatting discrimination (2/2)
NOTE

Nationality, religion, sex, culture, disability, and physical characteristics: we must
prevent and impede any behaviour that damages personal dignity or touches on
these aspects.

If you have been the victim of mobbing or harassment:

• Note the context (date, time, place) related to the unlawful behaviour.

• Confront the subject with such conduct towards you. Remind that person that
discriminatory actions are prohibited by the Code of Ethics and Conduct.

• If the behaviour persists, do not hesitate to report the event to LTC Group.
Suitable action will be taken due to violation of the Code.
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CODE OF CONDUCT

2. Diligence at work 
(1/2)

Workers at LTC Group play a fundamental role in
meeting the goals and commitments indicated in the
Code. They protect the image, reputation, and ethical
standards of LTC.

Therefore, we must all behave with the
professionalism required by our position, respecting
the legal and technical standards and investing in
training and the quality of the product.

The management and people in charge supervise and
monitor the activities of those under them,
guaranteeing fair working conditions that are safe
and respectful of dignity, while favouring personal and
professional development.



2. Diligence at work 
(2/2)
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CODE OF CONDUCT

NOTE

We must all have exemplary conduct.

We do not hide company information from
colleagues, but we maintain the confidentiality of
company subjects and our partners.

We aim to guarantee quick, adequate
performance, although without influencing the
quality of the products we sell.

We use company resources only for work purposes.
We guarantee a protected working environment
that is healthy and safe in both the production areas
and offices. We meet individual personal needs.

CODE OF ETHICS 39
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3. Personal data 
protection

Our collaborators must correctly process the
information they encounter while working.

Personal and confidential data must be collected with
the highest respect for the law. The data must be
processed and shared only for legitimate, specific,
and necessary reasons when authorized to do so by
LTC Group. The protection of confidential, privileged
information is fundamental. The utmost attention
must be paid, especially when the information is
transferred outside companies in the Group.

CODE OF CONDUCT

NOTE

Workers at LTC must ensure that the confidential
information of customers, suppliers, and colleagues is
used only for lawful purposes.

• Personal data implies any information regarding
a physical person or legal entity. This data must
not be improperly communicated to third parties or
destroyed.

• Our know-how, technical drawings, and
manufacturing procedures must not be shared
with third parties without the authorization of LTC
Group. If you have any doubts, ask the Quality
Department or your manager.

40
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4. Conflicts of interest

Those working at LTC Group must have the activities
of our Group at heart. They must not do business at
the expense of the Group or divulge information
pertaining to company organization or production
methods. They must prevent their operations from
prejudicing LTC.

If a situation capable of prejudicing our objectivity
should arise during work activities (e.g. if you are
involved in personal activities or relationships that
could influence us), you should avoid making
decisions that could damage the company.

CODE OF CONDUCT

NOTE

Conflicts of interest are situations in which a worker
with decision-making responsibilities is found to have
an interest that conflicts with the interests of our
Group or which may imply personal advantages at
the expense of LTC. In these cases, the
fundamental principle is integrity.

If you have doubts about a possible conflict of
interest:

• Immediately report it to your manager or the HR
Office.

• Avoid acting in such a way or making decisions
that would risk compromising your impartiality.

• Conduct contrary to the interests of LTC will be
punished internally and, if the conditions persist, at
the appropriate forum.
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CODE OF CONDUCT

5. Fighting corruption

Those working in every context at LTC Group adopt
behaviour marked by ethics and transparency and
based on responsibility, correctness, loyalty, equity,
and privacy protection. These values must be at the
centre of our relations with everyone, especially
institutions, the public administration, political
forces, and any other operator or
national/international entity.

Employees in our Group do not accept acts of
corruption or malfeasance.

NOTE

• We do not offer money or other benefits and we do
not accept exchanges of favours.

• If we become aware of an unlawful act, we report it
to the person in charge/manager.

• We do not provide discounts or reductions that are
unmotivated or unjustified by the work done.

42
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CODE OF CONDUCT

6. Customers (1/2)

Before reaching a business agreement, we ensure that our
customers are duly informed about the products and their
cost.

We sign contracts with our customers objectively, impartially,
and with inviolable qualitative standards.

We must offer the market the best technical assistance
possible and we must seek solutions that meet the needs of
each individual customer.
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CODE OF CONDUCT

NOTE – WHAT WE DO:

• We monitor customer perceptions (needs,
expectations, and interests) to offer ever-improving
service.

• We record nonconformities and customer
complaints, defining suitable corrective actions.

• We encourage customers to visit our production
plant to create a climate of mutual trust and
constructive interaction.

• We act fairly towards our partners.

• On request, we provide the origin (‘made in’ or
preferential origin) of our products.

6. Customers (2/2)

CODE OF ETHICS 44
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7. Suppliers

At LTC Group, our relations with suppliers are based
on trust, transparency, and attention to the origin of
the products (‘made in’ or preferential origin). We
ensure that our suppliers respect our values and
ethical principles.

In vendor-rating processes, we must promote the
criteria of ethical, social, and environmental order.

CODE OF CONDUCT

NOTE – WHAT WE DO:

• We must inform ourselves about the origin
of the raw materials that we use for our
products and related risk factors.

• On request, we provide the origin of the
purchased products.

• We encourage suppliers to visit our
production plant to create a climate of
mutual trust and constructive interaction.

• We act fairly towards our partners.

45
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8. Transparent records

At LTC Group, we record our earnings and expenses
precisely and transparently. Our priority is accounting
documents that always respect the principle of truth.

CODE OF CONDUCT

NOTE – WHAT WE DO:

• Place extreme attention on completing
accounting documents.

• Work transparently with the relevant
entities.

• Do not hide payments or knowingly avoid
tax requirements.

• If you have any doubts, report non-
transparent behaviour to your managers.
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CODE OF CONDUCT

9. Environment

47

The cornerstone, the present and future of LTC
Group, is the green energy sector.

We must expand our supply of magnetic cores for
wind turbines, photovoltaic energy plants,
hydroelectric plants, and cogeneration or biomass
plants through our Research and Development
Department.

We monitor situations that may constitute a danger for
personal safety and health or the environment. To this
end, we must always follow internal procedures at
LTC.

At the same time, we must place the utmost attention
on the disposal of waste and production scrap.
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CODE OF CONDUCT

NOTE – WHAT WE DO:

• During production activities, note any problems
and contact the Research and Development and
Quality Departments.

• Keep areas dedicated to waste and industrial
scrap sorting clean and orderly.

• Correctly manage waste disposal and report any
errors.

IN CASE OF AN ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARD:

• Secure the affected area.

• Report the event to the relevant subjects (Risk
Management Officer, QHSE Manager, and HR).

• Record the corrective action taken.
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Summary of changes

Rev. Date Description of the change Parts modified Notes

00 31/01/2023 First issue All chapters -
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